MULTICOAT DRAIN FLASHING DETAIL (OVER PLYWOOD)

NOT TO SCALE

ACRATHANE COLORSEAL

5" SQ. NICKEL- BRONZE COVER

METAL LATHE

2" NO-HUB OUTLET

PLYWOOD

MULASTICOAET (2 COATS)

1ST COAT POLY FABRIC MESH

2ND COAT BROADCAST SAND

KRETE KOTE/ TOP COAT

BASE COAT AND TEXTURE COAT

MULTIBASE

NOTES:

• MULTICOAT DECORATIVE FINISH COAT OVER FINAL LAYER OF KRETE KOTE
• 2500 PSI MINIMUM FOR CONCRETE SUBSTRATES.
• ¾" EXTERIOR GRADE MINIMUM FOR PLYWOOD SUBSTRATE.
• ½" MINIMUM SLOPE REQUIRED ON ALL DECKS.
• REFER TO LOCAL BUILDING CODES & STANDARDS.